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 In this paper, At first this study assigned a viewpoint to 〈Akusyo〉.I consider it from a social condition and 
geographic conditions such as the topography or neighboring environment. 
 About the geographic condition, I considered the topography and a more detailed geographic situation around 
"Edomachimeirizokumeikirizusyuran " which I assumed a map of the Edo era the groundwork, and was made 
in reference to various documents. 
 I put a geographic condition on a historic background and a social condition, and the biggest characteristic of 
the main subject considers space characteristic of 〈Akusyo〉 in a complex viewpoint and thinks that it is to 
draw existence of 〈Akusyo〉 and the space in cities called Edo Tokyo.Thus, 〈 Akusyo 〉 which has been 
considered to be "Okabasyo" in city space of Edo is what kind of existence and is intended that I decode the 
space characteristic of the unlicensed red-light district and the genealogy of the place in what I consider what 
kind of〈space〉 it was 











































































                                                          































                                                          












































                                                          




































































































































































































































































































































































佐藤要人『江戸深川遊里志』太平書屋、昭和 54 年 











昭和 2 年 
犬塚 稔『文政江戸町細見』雄山閣出版、昭和 60 年 











図 1 筆者作成 
図 2 『大東京写真案内』内の図より筆者作成 





図６ Google Earth より著者作成 
図７ 『江戸岡場所図誌』赤坂大見世の図より筆者作成 
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